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THROW IN THE TOWEL 

Origin: Late 19th, early 20th centuries - American English. This expression 
comes from professional boxing. Matches were fought on a square area 
(originally round) known as a “boxing ring.” Each boxer had support staff in 
one corner. This staff consisted of the manager, and trainer(s). In between 
rounds, the period of time when the boxers fought, the boxer would go to 
his corner sit and relax for about a minute. Naturally he’d be hot and sweaty. 
The trainer would wipe him down with a wet towel to cool and then dry him 
off. Before the towel, they used to use a sponge. The match would go on for 
a number of three minute time periods called “rounds”, say 10 or 12, and the 
boxers would try to knock each other out. If that didn’t happen but one 
boxer was being beaten up too badly, he or his manager would decide to 
give up. This was indicated by the manager throwing the towel into the 
center of the ring. The expression first appeared in print around 1913. Within 
three years it had become a metaphor for resigning from anything.

Usage: Informal, spoken, general American English. Frequently used in 
sporting or business or gambling situations

Idiomatic Meaning:  To quit, give up, surrender or resign

Literal Meaning: To toss or throw a towel onto the floor or ground. The 
towel could be cloth or, as in the illustration, it can even be a roll of paper 
towels

Why is this funny?  In the cartoon we see that the cowboy is fed up. 
Apparently his job was to wipe off the woman in the tub, using paper towels, 
which are not particularly great for drying off after a bath because you have 
to use too much of the roll. So the cowboy is throwing in the towel by  wal-
king away, and throwing in the towels. Note that the left side of the picture 
is black and white while the cowboy’s side is in color. This is also a good-bye 
message from the cartoonist who is telling us that he’s thrown in the towel, 
by not finishing the illustration with color.  

Sample sentence:  I’m fed up trying to cook for this family with no help 
from anyone; find another cook, I’m throwing in the towel.
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Throw in the Towel- Worksheet

YOUR IDIOMS

Is there an idiom in your language similar to throw in the towel? What    do 
people say when they want to resign or surrender in a game or sporting 
event?  Write it in English and explain it to your class. Write your idiom here:
________________________________________________________________

Throw used in phrasal verbs:  A phrasal verb is an idiomatic phrase 
consisting of a  verb and another element, typically either an adverb, as in 
throw away, or a preposition, for example throw in, or a combination of both 
as in throw out of. Find and add the correct proposition to the word throw  in 
the following sentences:
Prepositions:  in,   on,  at,   under,   up,   to,   out, of,  off, into
When I bought my car, they threw _____  free insurance.
The children threw themselves _____  the project and got it finished very 
quickly.
I'll just throw _____  my coat and be with you in a moment.
The court didn't have enough evidence so they threw the case _____.
His bad behaviour was the reason he was thrown _____   _____ school.

Write 5 more sentences using throw plus one or more of the above 
prepositions

RELATED IDIOMS
Write the definition of these idioms (look them up or ask your 
teacher) and use them in a sentence
Give up _________________________________________________________
Wave the white flag_______________________________________________
Call it quits______________________________________________________
Match these idioms with these situations: 
•   Even though I got promoted the job was too difficult for me.  
________________________________________________________________
•   The three enemy soldiers were completely surrounded. 
________________________________________________________________
•  I had no idea what the answer to the riddle was.  
________________________________________________________________
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Discussion/Roll-Play:
1. Describe a situation you’ve been in when you had to throw in the towel
2. Invent and roll-play a situation where there is a heavy competition or 
pressure situation and someone has to give up. Use an actual towel in class 
or bring one in to throw

THROW IN THE TOWEL - Classroom tips: Here are some ways that you 
can teach this idiom in your English class
•   Find video clips online of boxing or other fighting matches where the 
referee or someone throws in a towel to indicated that the fighter is quitting
•   Have your Ss invent and roll-play a situation where there is a heavy com-
petition or pressure situation and someone has to give up. Bring an actual 
towel to class for them to throw
•   Ask students to describe a situation they’ve been in when they had to 
“throw in the towel”

DISCUSSIONS

•  Find pictures of chickens in coops as well as people in jail online or in print.  
Bring them to class to discuss. Should chickens be cooped up? Should 
people be put in jail?
•   What is the right age for a child to leave home permanently and why.? If 
you are an adult, how old were you  when you flew the coop?
•   Explain the related expression “cooped up.” Make sure your Ss understand 
the full meaning of this idiom by having them give or show examples of other 
situations when “fly the coop” is appropriate, such as escaping from jail. 

PERSONAL CONNECTION

Write about leaving home permanently or escaping from jail. If there have 
been any escaped prisoners in the news lately, refer to them, or use plots 
from TV shows and movies. Also listen to the song Leaving on a Jet Plane by 
Peter Paul and Mary. What is the song about?
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